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RADON-NIKODYM THEOREMS FOR MULTIMEASURES

AND TRANSITION MULTIMEASURES

NIKOLAUS S. PAPAGEORGIOU

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. In this paper we prove two set valued Radon-Nikodym theorems.

One for simple multimeasures and the other for transition multimeasures. In trie

process of proving the second theorem, we obtain a result concerning transition

selectors of transition multimeasures, which is of independent interest.

1. Introduction

The study of set valued measures (multimeasures) was first motivated by

the needs of mathematical economics and in particular the search of equilibria

in exchange economies with production, in which coalitions are the primary

economic units. We refer to the works of Vind [21] and Debreu-Schmeidler [7]

for more details. Since then the subject of multimeasures has been developed

extensively. Important contributions were made, among others, by Artstein [1],

Costé [4, 5], Costé-Pallu de la Barriere [6], Debreu-Schmeidler [7], Drewnowski

[10], Godet-Thobie [12], Hiai [14] and Pallu de la Barriere [17].

One of the major problems in the theory of multimeasures is that of the exis-

tence of set valued Radon-Nikodym derivatives. This issue was first considered

by Debreu-Schmeidler [7] and Artstein [1] for R"-valued multimeasures. Then

it was extended to Banach space valued multimeasures by Costé [5], Costé-Pallu

de la Barriere [6] and Hiai [14].

The purpose of this note is to prove two such set valued versions of the

Radon-Nikodym theorem. One for simple multimeasures and the other for

multimeasures parameterized by the elements of a measure space (transition

multimeasures). The first result is along the lines of those by Costé [5], Costé-

Pallu de la Barriere [6] and Hiai [14], but with different hypotheses. The second

result appears to be the first of its kind in the literature. Furthermore, in the

process of its proof we obtain some other results concerning transition multi-

measures, which are actually of independent interest.
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Closing this introductory section, we would like to mention that transition

multimeasures are an important tool in the study of Markov temporary equi-

librium processes in dynamic economies (see Blume [3]).

2. Preliminaries

In this section we fix our notation and terminology and briefly recall some

basic facts from the theories of multifunctions and multimeasures that will be

needed in the sequel.

Let (Í2, Z) be a measurable space and X a separable Banach space. We will

be using the following notations:

Pf,AX) = {A ç X : nonempty, closed, (convex)}

and

Pwkc(X) = {A C X : nonempty, t/>compact, convex}.

Also, by X\ , we will denote the dual of X endowed with the tu*-topology

and, by Pkc(X^), we will denote the nonempty, uAcompact and convex sub-

sets of X*.

If A e 2X \ {0} , we set \A\ = sup{||x|| : x € A} (the "norm" of the set A),

o(x*, A) = sup{(x*, x) : x € A}, x* € X* (the "support function" of the set

A) and d(z, A) = inf{||z - x\\ : x e A} (the "distance function" from the set

A).
A multifunction F : Q, —» PAX) is said to be measurable, if, for all z e X,

the R+-valued function co —► d(z, F(co)) is measurable. This is equivalent to

saying that there exists a sequence of measurable functions fn : Q —» X, n > 1

such that F(co) = cl{ fn(co)}n>x for all wei). Furthermore, if there exists a

complete cr-finite measure p(-) on (Q, Z), then the above definitions are also

equivalent to saying that GrF = {(co,x):xe F(co)} elx B(X), with B(X)

being the Borel ct-field of X (graph measurability). For further details we refer

to Wagner [22, Theorem 4.2].

We define SXF = {/(•) e LX(X) : f(co) e F(co)p-a.e.}, i.e., SXF is the set

of all Bochner integrable selectors of F(-). This set may be empty. It is easy

to check, using Aumann's selection theorem, that it is nonempty if and only if

co —> inf{||x|| : x e F(co)} e L\ . We will say that F(-) is integrably bounded

if F(-) is measurable and co —► \F(co)\ belongs in Lx+ . In this case, clearly,

SF ¿ 0. Using SXF we can define a set valued integral for F(-) by setting

¡nF(co)dp(co) = {¡Q f(co)dp(co) :feSxF}.

Next let X be a Banach space. A multimeasure is a map M : Z —► 2X \ {0}

such that (i) M(0) = {0} and (ii) for every sequence {An}n>x of pairwise

disjoint Z-sets we have M((Jn>xAn) = J2n>x M(An). Depending on the way we

interpret this equality of sets, we get different types of multimeasures. However,

they all coincide when M(-) is ZJU)ytc(A')-valued (see Proposition 3 of Godet-

Thobie [12] and Pallu de la Barriere [17]). This fact is the set valued analogue

of the well known Orlicz-Pettis theorem (see, for example, Diestel-Uhl [8]). So
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for the needs of this paper we can say that a multivalued set function M : Z —►

PAX) is a multimeasure if and only if, for all x* e X*, A —► a(x*, M (A)) is

a signed measure. Similarly M : Z —► Pkc(X\) is an ^--valued multimeasure

if and only if, for all x e X, A —» ct(x , A/L4)) is a signed measure.

For a set valued measure M(■) and for A e Z, we set

|MM) = sup£|M(^)|,

where the supremum is taken over all finite Z-partitions n = {Ak)k=x of A.

It is easy to check that |M|(-) is a measure. If |M|(£2) < oo, then we say that

the multimeasure M(-) is of bounded variation. We say that the multimeasure

M(-) is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure p(-), denoted by

M -c p, if for all A e Z with p(A) = 0 => M (A) = {0} . Every vector measure

m : Z —► X satisfying m (A) e M (A) for all A e Z is said to be a selector of

M(-). We denote the set of all selectors of M(-) by SM . On SM we can define

the topology r of simple weak convergence (i.e., ma -^ m if and only if, for

all A e Z, ma(A) -^-> m(A)), as follows. Let S be the space of all R-valued

simple functions, with a finite number of values. Consider S ® X*. Then the

space ca(X) of all X-valued vector measures and S®X* can be put in duality

by

(m, u) = (m,J2xAk®x*k\ =J2(x*k, m(Ak)),
\        k=l I        k=l

where {Ak}nk=x is a finite Z-partition of Q and x*k e X*, k = 1,2, ... , n .

Then it is easy to see that the topology of simple weak convergence on ca(X)

is nothing else but the weak topology w(ca(X), S ® X*).

Now let (Q, Z) and (T, &") be measurable spaces and X a separable Ba-

nach space. A multivalued map M : Q x A7~ —► PAX) is said to be a transition

multimeasure if

(i) for all A e y, co —► M (co, A) is a measurable multifunction,

(ii) for all co e Í2, ^4 —► M(co, A) is a multimeasure.

A "selector transition measure" or simply a "transition selector" is a map

m:flx7^I such that

(i)'  for all A e y, co —» m(&>, ̂ 4) is Z-measurable,

(ii)'   for all co e Q, .4 —► m(co, A) is a vector measure,

(iii)'   for all (co,A)eQ.x3r, m(co, A) e M(co, A).

The set of all transition selectors of M(-, ■) will be denoted by TSM . Sim-

ilarly we can define a Pkc(X^.)-valued multimeasure and its set of transition

selectors.

Let T be a Polish space and X a Banach space. By Cb(T) we will denote

the space of bounded, continuous functions on T and by Cb(T)®X the space

of bounded continuous functions with values in a finite dimensional subspace

of X.  Also, by cab(T, X), we will denote the space of all X-valued vector
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measures of bounded variation defined on (T, B(T)). Similarly we define

cab(T,X\) and Cb(T)®X*.

In the sequel all measure spaces are assumed to be positive.

3. Radon-Nikodym theorem for multimeasures

In this section we present a new Radon-Nikodym theorem for Pwkc(X)-

valued multimeasures. Note that, contrary to Costé [5, Theorem 3] and Hiai

[14, Theorem 4.5], we make no hypotheses on the structure of X*, and instead

we strengthen our hypotheses on X. Also compared to Theorem 3.1 of Coste-

Pallu de la Barriere [6] , we see that we do not need the strong boundedness

hypothesis that the authors had in that theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If (í!, Z, p) is a finite positive measure space, X a weakly se-

quentially complete Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) such

that lx /+ X and M : Z —► Pwkc(X) is a multimeasure of bounded variation such

that M < p, then there exists F : Cl —► Pwkc(X) integrably bounded such that,

for all A e Z, we have

M(A)= Í F(co)dp(co).

Proof. From Theorem 1 (i) of Godet-Thobie [12] we know that, for every A e

Z, we have

M(A) = {m(A):meSM}.

Since by hypothesis X has the RNP and m(-) is a //-continuous vector

measure of bounded variation, there exists ^(-) = fm(-) € L (X). Set K =

Um(-) e LX(X) : m e SM}. Observe that, for every (A, m) e 1, x SM we

have fA \\fm(co)\\dp(co) < \M\(A). So K is uniformly integrable and since

/ y+J, from Pisier [18], we know that K has no /'-subsequence. Hence

proposition IV of Assani [2] tells us that K is relatively lü-compact in LX(X).

We claim that K is in-closed.  So let fm   -^ / in L [X). From Theorem

l(ii) of Godet-Thobie [12], we know that SM is w(ca(X), S ® X*)-compact.

So, by passing to a subnet if necessary, we may assume that ma—> m e SM in

w(ca(X),S®X*). So, for all (A, x*) elxX*, fa(xA(a)x*, fm(co))dp(co) -

¡a(XA(co)x*, fm(co))dp(co) =>JA{x*, fm(co))dp(co) = ¡A(x*, f(w))dp(w) for

all (A, x*) e Z x X*. Let {**}„>, be iu*-dense in X*. Such a countable set

exists since X is separable (see, for example, Wilansky [23, p. 144]). Then we

have (x*, fjco)) = (x*, f(co)) for all co e Q \ N, p(N) = 0 and all n > 1,

and this, by the i/Z-density of the x*'s in X*, implies that (x*, fm(co)) =

(x*, f(co)) for all co e Q\N and all x* e X* => fm(co) = f(co)p-a.e. Thus

K is loclosed, hence in-compact in L (X) and of course convex. Invoking

Theorem 4 of Klei [15], we deduce that there exists F : Q —► Pwkc(X) integrably

bounded such that K = SF . Therefore, for all A e Z, we have M(A) =

¡AF(co)dp(co).   D
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Remark. It is well known that a separable Banach space with no / -copy need

not have a separable dual (recall the James Tree Space, see Diestel-Uhl [8, p.

214]). So we have two different classes of spaces: those for which /' <¿+ X and

those with dual that has the RNP (Asplund spaces). In [19], Riddle-Uhl showed

that the difference between these two classes of spaces can be expressed in terms

of martingales.

4.  PvADON-NlKODYM THEOREM FOR TRANSITION MULTIMEASURES

In this section we present a Radon-Nikodym theorem for transition multi-

measures. In order to do this, we will need two results about transition measures

and multimeasures that are actually of independent interest.

Proposition 4.1. If (Q, Z, p) is a complete a-finite measure space, T is a Pol-

ish space with a a-finite measure k(-) on B(T) = the Borel a-field of T, X isa

separable reflexive Banach space and m : ClxB(T) —► X a transition vector mea-

sure such that m(co, ■) <c k p-a.e. and \m(co, -)\ < cf>(co)p-a.e. with </>(•) e L+(Cl)

(here \m(co, -)\ denotes the variation of the vector measure m(co, ■)), then there

exists f : Cl x T -» X measurable function and N e Z with p(N) = 0 such

that f(co, ■) e Lx(T,k, X) for every coeCl and m(co, C) = ¡cf(co, t)k(dt)

for all coen\N and C e B(T).

Proof. Since, by hypothesis, m(co, ■) is of bounded variation, m(co, •) < k

for all co e Cl\ Nx , p(Nx) = 0 and X is reflexive (hence it has the RNP),

for co e Cl\ Nx there exists f(co, •) 6 L (T, k, X) such that m(to, C) =

¡cf(co, t)k(dt) and \\f(a,-)\\Li{TtitX) <4>(co)p-a.e. By redefining co-> f(co,-)

on Nx we may assume that f(co, ■) e L (T, k, X) for all co eCl. Then, for

every (x*, C) e X* x B(T),

(f(w, •). Xcx*) = (x* ,m(co, C)),

where (•, •) denotes the duality brackets for the pair

(LX(T,k,X),L°°(T,k,X*))

(recall (Lx(T, k, X))* = L°°(7\ X, X*), see Diestel-Uhl [8, p. 98]). Hence

co —> (f(co, ■), Xcx*) is measurable. Since countably valued functions are dense

in L°°(T, X, X*) (see Corollary 3, p. 42 of Diestel-Uhl [8]), we deduce that

co —» (f(co, •), u) is measurable for all u(-) e L00^, X, X*) => co —► f(co, •) is

weakly measurable from Cl into LX(T, k, X*), and, since the latter is separa-

ble, from the Pettis measurability theorem (see Diestel-Uhl [8, p. 42]), we have

that co —* f(co, •) is measurable from Cl into LX(T, k, X). Recalling that

\\f(co, Oilier,*,*) ^ 4>(co)p-a.e. and c¡>(-) e LX+(Q), we get that co -> f(co, ■)

belongs in L (Cl, L (T, k, X)). Invoking Lemma 16 of Dunford-Schwartz

[11, p. 196] we can find /(•, •) eLx(Clx T, pxk,X) suchthat m(co, C) =

¡c f(co, t)k(dt) for all co e Cl \ N and all C e B(T).   D
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The next result establishes the existence of a transition selector for a class

of transition multimeasures. Our result extends to transition multimeasures,

Theorem 2.3 of Hiai [14], and also extends Theorem 5 of Godet-Thobie [12].

Proposition 4.2. If (Cl,!., p) is a complete, a-finite measure space, T a Polish

space, X a separable Banach space, M : Clx B(T) —*■ Pkc(X^A) is a transition

multimeasure which is of bounded variation for every co e Cl and h : Í2 —► X\

is a measurable map such that, for some A e B(T), h(co) e M(co, A) for all

coeCl, then there exists m e TSM such that, for all co eCl, m(co, A) = h(co).

Proof. Let RA : Cl - 2ca>{T,x«") be defined by

RA(co) = {mecab(T, x\) : m € SU{m .}, m(A) = h(co)}.

From Theorem 1 of Godet-Thobie [12] (see also Theorem 2.3 of Hiai [14]),

we know that, for all co € Cl, RA(co) ̂  0.

Next let x e X and consider the function cj>A x : Cl x cab(T, X\) —► R

defined by <f>A x(co, m) = (x, m(A) - h(co)). Since, by hypothesis, h(-) is im-

measurable, co —► (x, h(co)) is a measurable R-valued function. On the other

hand recall that, by the definition of Cb(T)®X, the w(cab(T, X*.) ,Cb(T)®X)-
topology is the weakest topology for which m —> xom is continuous from

cab(T, X\) into cab(T) with the weak (narrow) topology (here xom(-) de-

notes the R-valued measure A —► (x, m(A))). Also from the Dynkin sys-

tem theorem, we deduce that for every C e B(T), the map k —► k(C) on

cab(T) with the weak topology is measurable. Therefore we see that (co, m) —►

(x, m(A))-(x, h(co)) = cf>A x(co, m) is jointly measurable on Clxcab(T, X\),

when cab(T, X^A) is endowed with the w(cab(T, X\), Cb(T)®X)-topology.

By definition m(-) is a measure selector of M(co, •)  (denoted by m(-) e

sm(<o,-)) if and onlyif'for a11 c e B(T) ' m(c)e M(œ>c) • Since Mi'> •)

is Z^^^-valued, we have (x, m(C)) < a(x, M(co, C)) for all x e X and

all C e B(T). Note that, since M(-, ■) is a transition multimeasure, co -*

a(x, M(co, C)) is measurable, while, as above, we can show m —► (x, m (C))

is measurable from cab(T, X\) with the w(cab(T, X\), Cb(T)®X)-tooolo%y

into R. Hence the map

nc x(co, m) = a(x, M(co, C)) - (x, m(C))

is jointly measurable.

Now let {xk}k>x be dense in X and let {Cn}n>1 be a field generating B(T),

i.e., a({Cn}n>x) = B(T) (recall that, since T is a Polish space, B(T) is count-

ably generated and so such a field exists). Then, by setting 4>A k(co, m) =

(xk,m(A) - h(co)) and nnk(co, m) = a(xk, M(co, Cn)) - (xk, m(Cn)), v/e

can write

GrZ^ = f){(a>, m) e Q x cab(T, X\) : 4>Ak(co, m) = 0, nnk(co, m) > 0}
k>l
n>l

eZxB(cab(T,X*w.)).
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From Theorem 3, p. 337 of Saint-Beuve [20], we know that cab(T, X\),

equipped with the w(cab(T, X\), Cb(T) ® X)-topology, is a Souslin space.

Hence we can apply Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [22, Theorem

5.10]) and get r : Cl —► cab(T, X\) measurable such that r(co) e RA(co) for

all coeCl. Set r(co)(C) = m(co, C) for all (co, C) e Cl x BIT). Then clearly

m e TSM and, for all co e Cl, m(co, A) = h(co).   D

Now we are ready to state and prove the Radon-Nikodym theorem for tran-

sition multimeasures. By C(T, X*) we will denote the Banach space of X*-

valued continuous functions defined on T.

Theorem 4.1. If (Í2, Z, p) is a complete a-finite measure space, T a compact

Polish space with a a-finite measure k(-), X a separable reflexive Banach space

and M : Clx B(T) —> Pwkc(X) a transition multimeasure which is of bounded

variation for every coeCl, \M(co, -)\ < cf>(co) with </>(•) e Lx+ and M(co, •) < k

for all co e Cl, then there exists F : Cl x T -* Pwkc(X) a measurable multi-

function such that, for all co e Cl, F(co, •) is integrably bounded and, for all

(co, A) e Cl\ N' x B(T), p(N') = 0, M(co, A) = fAF(co, t)k(dt).

Proof. From Theorem 1 of Godet-Thobie [ 12] we know that, for every co e Cl,

Sm«o,-) ¿0- Also note that SM(»,-) Ç caf]M{w<-)l(T, X) = {me cab(T, X) :

\m\(Cl) < \M(co, -)l(^)} . The latter is an equicontinuous subset of cab(T, X) =

[C(T, X*)]* (see, for example, Dinculeanu [9] and recall that, since T is a

Polish space, every bounded vector measure is regular) and so, by Ascoli's the-

orem, on cafmwr)l(T, X) the wx = w(cab(T, X), C(T) ® X*) and w'x =

w(cab(T, X), C(T, X*)) topologies coincide (of course in general we have

wx c w'x).   Let m e 5^,^ ...   Since  m <c k and X is reflexive (hence

it has the RNP), there exists /„,(•) = $(•) e LX(T, X)  such that m(A) =

¡a WWW- Let K - ifm(-) ■ m e SM(a>,-)) S L\T, X). Recall that
Vß = {m e cab(T, X) : m « p} with the total variation norm is isomet-

rically isomorphic to L (T, X). Hence K is relatively weakly compact in

LX(T, X) if and only if SM{CI) f) is in Vß C cab(T, X). The latter is rela-

tively u;-compact, because SM,W  ,  is a subset of the wx = w'x-compact set

cafM(wr)\T,X). Now let {m„}„>, Ç 5M(e)>>) and assume mn ^^ m.

We just saw that {fin = dmjdk}n>x ç L (T, X) is relatively weakly compact.

So, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that fn -^-> / in

LX(T, X). Hence mn(A) = ¡Afn(t)dk(t) - fAf(t)dk(t) = m(A) e M(co, A)

for all A e B(T) => m e SM,a .,. Since the wx = uij-topology on Vß is

metrizable (see, for example, Dunford-Schwartz [11, Theorem 1, p. 426]), we

conclude that SM,a t) is u^-closed, hence iti^compact.

Now let R: Cl-* Pkc(cab(T, X)w ) be the multifunction defined by

R(co) = {me cab(T, X) : m(A) e M(co, A) for all A e B(T)} .
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Since T is a Polish space, B(T) is countably generated. So we can find a

field {An}n>x suchthat a({An}n>x) = B(T). Also let {xk}k>x be dense in

X*. Then '

R(co) =f]{xe cab(T, X) : (x¡ , m(A„)) < a(x*k , M(co, An))}
k>l
n>l

=> GrR = f| {(ta, x) e Cl x cab(T, X) : (x*k , m(An)) < a(x¡ , M(co, AH))}.
k>l
«>1

Recall that, for every k > 1 and every n > 1, m —» (xk , m(An)) is measur-

able from cab(T, X)w into R, while co —► a(x*k , M(co, An))} is measurable

since M(-, •) is a transition multimeasure. So (co, m) —> a(xk , M(co, An)) -

(x"k , m(An)) is measurable for all k > 1, n > 1 =► GrR e!x B(cab(T, X)w ).

From Theorem 3, p. 337 of Saint-Beuve [20] we know that cab(T, X)w   is a

Souslin space. So Theorem 4.2(f) of Wagner [22] tells us that R~(K) = {co e

Cl : R(co) ilC/0}6Ï for all C ç cab(T, X)w closed. But then, recalling

that a Souslin space is Lindelöf and combining Propositions 5.1.12 and 5.1.14

of Hess [13], we deduce that there exist mn : Cl —► caAT, X)w   measurable

maps such that R(co) = {nj„(w)0j .

Next we claim that, for every n > 1 and every A e B(T), co —> mn(co, A) is

measurable. Indeed let <j>{:Cl-* cab(T, X)w be defined by cf>x(co) = mn(co, •)

and 4>2 : cab(T, X)w -»I by <f>2(m) = m(A). We already know that cf>2(-)

is weakly measurable and, since X is separable, measurable. Also $,(•) is

measurable by construction. Hence 02 o cj>x : Cl —> X is measurable => co -*

cf)2(4>x(co)) = mn(co, A) is measurable as claimed.

Now we will show that, for all A e B(T), we have

M(co, A) = cöm{mn(co, ¿t)}„>,

for almost all co e Cl. Suppose not. Then there exist Q, ç fi, p(Clx) > 0

and A e B(T) such that cüñv{wn(<y, A)}n>x § M(co, A) for all co e Clx . Let

LA : Clx -* 2*\{0} be defined by LA(co) = M(co, A) \ ccmv{mn(co, A)}n>1.

Set M'(co, A) = conv{mn(co, A)}n>x. We have

GrZ.^ = GrM(-,A)C\[GrM'(-,A)]c

=>GrLAe1xx B(X)       (see Wagner [22]),

where Z( = ZnQ, (the trace of Z on Clx). Apply Aumann's selection theorem

to get x : Clx —> X measurable such that x(co) e LA(co) for all co e Clx . Then,

invoking Proposition 4.2, we can find m e TSM such that x(co) = m(co, A) for

all co e Clx. Fix co e Clx. Then, since R(co) = SM,œ ., = {mn(co)(-)}™>x, we
W

can find {mk(co,-)}k>x ç {mn(co,-)}n>x such that mk(co, ■)—L>m(a>,-).As
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in the beginning of the proof, we can get that mk(co, A) -^-> m(co, A), a contra-

diction to the choice of m(-, •). So, indeed, M(co, A) = cö~nv{mn(co, A)}n>x

for all (co, A) e Cl x B(T). Apply Proposition 4.1 to get fn : Cl x T —►

X, n > 1 measurable such that, for all co e Cl, fn(co, •) e LX(T, X, X) and

mn(co,A) = ¡Afn(co, t)k(dt) for all co e Cl\ N, p(N) = 0 and all AeB(T).

Set F(co, t) = cönv{fn(co, *)}„>, . Then F : Cl x T - Pwkc(X) is jointly

measurable and integrably bounded in t. Furthermore, from the properties of

the set valued integral (see [16]) we have, for every (co, A) e Cl\N' x B(T),

p(N') = 0

M(œ, A) = côm{mn(co, A)}n>x = côïïvi / fn(co, t)k(dt) \
WA ) n>l

= jñm{fn(co,t)}n>xk(dt)

=  [ F(co,t)k(dt).   D
Ja
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